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Bond Limousine Launches Corporate Transportation Mobile Phone
Application

Bond Limousine introduces its all new mobile application and allows clients to set up accounts,
make and change car service reservations with just a few smartphone swipes and taps. The app
provides travelers with exact trip prices and clients have the option to pay fares right on their
phones.

Bridgeport, Connecticut (PRWEB) August 09, 2016 -- Bond Limousine now offers clients a mobile application
that allows them to make chauffeured car reservations from their phones. Travelers receive Bond Limousine's
same top-quality service, but they can now do so more conveniently. The mobile application, which is available
for download from iTunes and Google Play, incorporates some of the latest in transportation management
technology. The Bond Limousine mobile application is for anyone who wants to manage their transportation
experience from anywhere.

Bond Limousine's mobile application incorporates a number of modern features that are designed to make
travel to and from airports as seamless as possible. The application allows clients to set up accounts and make
car reservations with just a few smartphone swipes and taps. There are no surprises when clients use the Bond
Limousine mobile application: Bond Limousine provides travelers with exact trip prices, and clients have the
option to pay fares right on their phones. The introduction of this mobile application is just one more way that
Bond Limousine demonstrates its commitment to customer care and excellent service.

The Bond Limousine mobile application offers a level of transparency that clients want and deserve while
traveling. Bond clients rarely have to wait for their professionally chauffeured car to pick them up because
drivers arrive 15 minutes prior to pick up per company policy. Clients can use the mobile application to receive
status alerts about drivers' locations, and they can even track their drivers' routes on digital maps. Travelers who
use the Bond Limousine mobile application gain better control over their schedules and reduce a great deal of
the stress that is so commonly associated with business travel.

Bond Limousine is already well known for its exemplary service, comfortable vehicles and safe and reliable
drivers. A quote from a loyal customer and frequent traveler said it best: "I have been a Bond Limousine
business travel client for 10 years. I fly twice weekly, and Bond has never let me down." The mobile
application will give clients the flexibly to manage transportation reservations according to their unique
schedules. Clients can even set and update vehicle preferences through the application to customize their travel
experiences.

Bond Limousine, which was founded in 1997 by Earl Mellow Jr., is a regional leader in professional
chauffeured transportation. It features experienced drivers, late-model vehicles and a 24-hour dispatch office.
The company's success in Connecticut allowed it to recently expand its services to clients in Las Vegas and Los
Angeles.
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Contact Information
Earl Mellow Jr
Bond Limousine LLC
http://www.bondlimo.com
+1 2039650608 Ext: 501

Earl mellow
Bond Limousine llc
http://www.bondlimo.com
2039650608 501

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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